Making parchments and parchment scrolls – Part 3: Making a basic top view scroll
The software used in this tutorial is the GNU Image Manipulation Program, Version 2.8. ‘the GIMP’. The GIMP is a
free application available from this page: https://www.gimp.org/
Profantasy has kindly agreed to host two source files for you to use. SAMPLE.jpg is a parchment texture I created
using the same methods as are described in Parts 1 and 2 of this series of tutorials, with the addition of a further
overlaid grunge layer, on which I used a series of splatter brushes created and provided by Bill Scott through his
website Texturemate.com if you want to try them for yourself. TABLE.jpg is an optional background file I created as
a setting for the finished scroll. Both these images are my own originals, royalty free, and may be used for this
tutorial or any other purpose you wish.
SAMPLE.jpg
TABLE.jpg

Before we begin… (If you are already a competent user of the GIMP, you may wish to skip this part and head
straight for the start of the tutorial)
I have made every attempt to write this tutorial in a way that people who have never used GIMP in their lives may
be able to follow it, however I feel it would help if beginners try to read as much as they can of this particular page of
the GIMP User Manual, which introduces you to the GIMP’s user interface. If reading it is a bit of a trial, don’t worry,
you can skip that part as well if you want to, though you may have a little more trouble interpreting some of my
instructions.
The things that you really need to know before you go any further are how to use layers, layer masks, and channels.
Layers are equivalent to CC3 Sheets. The Layers Tab (1) is
located in the top half of the right hand dock, and is shown
as the default tab when you open GIMP. The Layers Tab will
be empty until you open or create a new file, at which point
you will see the layers of that file represented by one or
more thumbnail images (2). The features of this tab that will
be used repeatedly in this tutorial are;
3. Create a new Layer button (similar to the CC3 Create
New Sheet button)
4. Move a layer up or down - green arrow keys (similar
to the CC3 move up and move down buttons)
5. Duplicate the active layer button
6. Delete the active layer button (same as CC3 delete
sheet button)
7. Layer mode picker (a dropdown choice of filters
similar to the CC3 Blend Mode sheet effect options)
8. Set the overall opacity of the layer (similar to the CC3
Transparency sheet effect).
If I ask you to hide or show a layer this is done by clicking on
the eye symbol at the right hand end of the layer’s row in the
Layer Tab.
The single most important piece of advice regarding the
Layers Tab is to make sure that you have the correct layer
active before you do anything to the image each time you
move on to a new step in the tutorial.
You can rename a layer by double clicking the existing name.

A Layer Mask controls the opacity of the layer it is attached
to on a pixel by pixel basis according to the greyscale image it
contains. Black is completely transparent, and white is
completely opaque.
Using a layer mask is similar to using an eraser, but with the
really big advantage that if you want to have something back
that you masked invisible with a layer mask the day before,
you can - even if the file has been saved closed and reopened again. The image on the layer itself is preserved in
an unaltered state.
This is why I use layer masks instead of the eraser wherever I
can, unless I know for sure that all I really want to do is get
rid of something for good.
A layer mask can be added to a layer in the Layer Panel by
right clicking the layer and selecting Add Layer Mask… This
causes a dialog to appear, in which the initial state of the
layer mask may be chosen before it is added to the layer.
The image on the right shows the layer SAMPLE.jpg with an
attached layer mask. When a layer has a layer mask either
can be drawn on, so it is important to look and see which of
the two thumbnails is outlined with a bold white line. In this
example the mask is ‘live’ for drawing on.

The Channels Tab (1) is right next to the Layers Tab in the
same right hand panel. The four channels at the top of the
tab (2) control how much red, green, blue and alpha
(opacity) there is in the entire image. We won’t be touching
these.
Underneath them there is an empty space, where channels
created by the user are stored. When a selection is to be
saved as a channel click the new channel button (3), give the
channel a name, and tick the initialize from selection box,
then OK (the selection overrides the Fill Opacity slider).

Later, when we need the same selection again, right click the
channel and pick whichever of the options has been
indicated in the tutorial instructions.

Tutorial
1.

Download the SAMPLE.jpg source file from the link on the first page of this tutorial.

2.

Open GIMP and go to the Windows menu. Tick Single-Window Mode so that are looking at the same
arrangement of windows as in the screen shots below.

3.

Open SAMPLE.jpg (File/Open), and rename its only layer as Parchment (double click the name on the layer in
the Layer tab)

4.

Go to View and untick Show Layer Boundary. This gets rid of the annoying ants around the outside of the
image.

5.

Go to File/Save as… and save the GIMP file somewhere safe as “Top down scroll.xcf”.

IMPORTANT TIP: Keep saving your file at regular intervals with version numbers at the end of the name, so that if
anything goes wrong with the current version you don’t have to start all over again.
6.

Spend a few minutes practicing zooming and panning around the image;
CTRL+ mouse wheel = zoom in and out of the image.
Click and hold down the mouse wheel (not the buttons but the wheel itself) = grab and move the image.

Creating an outline for the scroll.
7.

Create a new White layer (click the new layer button in the Layers Tab. White is one of the options in the dialog)
and call it Background.

8.

Create a new Transparent layer called Outline. Make sure the Outline layer is at the top of the stack of layers.
Use the green arrows at the bottom of the Layers Tab to move it if necessary.

You should now have three layers in your Layers Panel from the top of the stack down: Outline, Parchment, and
Background.

9.

Pick the Outline layer (one click on the Outline layer in the Layers Tab)

10. Pick the Rectangle Select Tool (R) and draw a rectangle anywhere on the image.
11. Set the following tool options (look below the Toolbox for these): Position = 0, 200; Size = 6000, 2600. Leave all
other settings as default and press enter. This will give you a rectangular selection with a border of 200 pixels
top and bottom.
12. Go to Select and pick Distort… Set up the parameters as shown in the screen shot below and click OK

The dialog has been re-shown after it was applied in this shot so that you can see the result in the background
13. Click on the small reset symbol in the bottom left corner of the Foreground/Background colour picker in the
Toolbox. Pick the Bucket Fill Tool, and click once in the selected area on the Outline Layer, then clear the

selection (Select/None).

The settings of this distort have left a couple of holes in the black area. If you want to get rid of these pick the
Paintbrush Tool, pick the round hard edged brush from the Brush Palette (the tab is next to the Tool Options tab
underneath the Toolbox) and carefully fill them in on the Outline layer.
14. Pick the Ellipse Select Tool and stretch an Ellipse out anywhere on the canvas.
15. Set the following values: Position = 100, 0, Size = 100, 3000. This will place the ellipse 100 pixels inside the left
hand edge, align it with the top of the image, and make it 100 pixels wide and 3000 pixels tall (to meet the
bottom edge).

16. Make sure the Document Outline layer is active, and with the cursor hovering over the main window press DEL.
This will clear the centre of the ellipse of black. Click Select/None to get rid of the selection.
17. Repeat steps 15 to 16 for the other end of the shape on the Outline layer with the following settings: Position =
5800, 0; Size = 100, 3000

18. Pick the Eraser Tool and pick the hard edged round brush from the Brush Panel. Then return to the Options
Panel and set the brush size to about 100. Zoom in to erase the trimmings away on the Outline layer.

19. Right click Outline in the Layers panel and pick Alpha to Selection. This will select the black shape.
20. Hide the Outline Layer.
21. Move the Temporary layer down to the bottom of the stack.
22. Right click the Parchment layer and pick Add Layer Mask… pick Selection, and click ADD

23. Select/None.

None of the parchment has been erased, it is only being hidden by the new layer mask.

Making the scroll end shapes
24. Pick the Outline layer and make it visible again.
25. Pick the Rectangle Mask Tool and stretch it out on the canvas. Set the settings: Position = 900, 0; Size = 4200,
3000.

26. Press DEL on the keyboard. If it doesn’t work pick the Outline layer with a single click then return the cursor to
the canvas window and try again.

27. Select/None.

28. Using the Eraser Tool with the hard edged round brush tip set to a size of about 20, zoom in to a comfortable
point where you can see the inner edge of one of the scroll shapes, and start to erase a ragged edge line down
that inside edge. Try to start and end in one of the little dips in the ragged texture at the top and the bottom to
mimic worn corners, since these edges are the ends of the scroll.
29. There is an option here to add little details by reducing the size of the brush to 10 and cutting tears in the scroll.
If when you have finished you would also like to do this to the main parchment, pick the Parchment layer mask
(not the layer itself), and using only the brush paint your details in black to hide and white to hide.

IMPORTANT TIP: if you add long tears it looks better if when you’ve erased the tear line you pick the Paintbrush Tool

and paint some of the black back in along the sides of the tear to make it paper-tear thin to a vanishing point at the
deepest point of the tear.
30. Pick Outline again, and go to Layer/Transform/Flip Horizontally. This is to deliberately mismatch the
raggedness of the scroll ends with the raggedness of the parchment edge.

The layer mask on the Parchment layer no longer matches the full extent of the scrolls where there are now a series
of tiny overlaps caused by the flipping of the Outline layer.
31. Right click the Outline layer and pick Alpha to Selection, then hide the layer and zoom in to see the problem in
detail.

32. Ensure that white is your foreground colour (click the swap colours symbol if it isn’t), then pick the Parchment
layer mask.
33. Pick the Bucket Fill Tool and click once anywhere inside the selected area.

If it doesn’t work check that you have Fill whole selection picked in the Tool Options panel.
It will soon become necessary to work with several masks at once, so it is time to start creating channels to store
them in.
34. Duplicate the Outline layer and rename the original layer LEFT scroll, and the new layer RIGHT scroll.
35. Hide LEFT scroll, and pick RIGHT scroll.
36. Pick the Eraser Tool, increase the size of the brush to about 5-600, and completely erase the black shape on the
LEFT.
37. Swap the visibility of the two layers, pick the LEFT scroll, and completely erase the black shape on the RIGHT.

38. Make a new channel from the LEFT scroll (Right click LEFT scroll, pick Alpha to Selection, go to Select/Save to
Channel, and go to the Channels tab and rename it LEFT scroll Mask
39. Do exactly the same for the RIGHT scroll and call it RIGHT scroll Mask.
40. Check several times that you have done steps 35 to 39 properly, then delete both the scroll LAYERS. They
aren’t needed any more now that we have the masks for them stored in the channels, and it’s easier to keep
track of fewer layers if you are new to GIMP.

Adding the dirt
41. Add a new layer called Dirt at the top of the stack. Set the layer mode to Overlay. (look for the dropdown box
at the top of the Layers panel.)
42. Pick the brush Acrylic 5, set the size to about 250, set the opacity to about 30%, and check the foreground
colour is black.
43. Go to the Channels tab, right click LEFT scroll Mask and pick Channel to Selection. Then right click RIGHT scroll
Mask and pick Add to Selection. This should show on the canvas as both the scroll ends selected.
44. Go back to the Layers Tab and pick Dirt. Carefully sponge black onto Dirt around the both the scroll ends (be
careful not to overdo it. This parchment is already quite dark and dirty). Concentrate your efforts on the edges
of those two pieces where they will have been handled most frequently.

If the dirt staining starts to get a bit too dark, pick the Eraser Tool, set the opacity to about 30% and dab some of it
off.
45. When you are happy with the dirt on the scroll ends, right click the Parchment Layer and pick Mask to Selection.
46. Go to the Channels tab and subtract both the scroll ends from the selection (right click, pick Subtract from
Selection) (if you have done this correctly only the parchment that forms the back of the scroll should be
selected).

47. Go back to the Layers tab and pick the Dirt layer, then repeat the staining process for the flat part of the scroll,
remembering that the inside of the scroll won’t be as dirty as the outside, and that the dirt will be far more
concentrated along the edges and down any tears you have added.
If you find the ants annoying while you are working on the stains, go to View and untick Show Selection.

If you turned off the ants to do this work, don’t forget to turn them back on!
48. Create a new channel from the current selection and call it Scroll Back Mask, then Select/None.
Shading the form
49. Select the left hand scroll end from the LEFT scroll Mask channel.
50. Create a new transparent layer at the top of the Layer stack called Scroll end shading. Set the layer mode to

Overlay.
51. Go to Image/Guides/New Guide (by Percent), and set it to Horizontal (default), 50% (middle of the canvas)

By default all tools will snap to a guide. We will be using this one to assist the 3D shading of the scroll ends.
52. Drag a vertical guide from the vertical ruler at the left side of the window and drop it approximately on the
inside extent of the scroll end. Place another vertical guide near the edge of the canvas, and two more either
side of roughly where the highlight would be if the lighting was from the top left corner (standard lighting
direction)

53. Pick the Gradient Fill Tool (visible at the top of the last screen shot), and leave the tool settings at default. Then
click and drag from the leftmost guide where it intersects with the horizontal guide, and release it at the next
vertical guide

If you look really carefully you can see the crosshairs and the cord attaching the two ends of the line you need to
draw to lay down the first gradient fill. The tool should snap to the intersecting guides.
54. In the Tool Options change the mode of the tool to Multiply.

55. Drag the tool left from the rightmost guide to the next intersection and release.

56. Set the Tool mode back to Normal and Select/None, then pan to the other end of the canvas.
57. Place vertical guides; just inside the outside edge of the scroll, a little way into the parchment area from the
inside edge, and two more to mark the highlight position as before. Make sure the highlight pair are about the
same distance apart as the highlight pair on the left scroll.

58. Make a selection from the RIGHT scroll Mask channel, click the Scroll end shading layer once more, and drag
the Gradient Fill Tool from either one of the outermost guides to its corresponding highlight marker.
59. Change the tool mode to Multiply and drag the tool from the other outside marker to its highlight mark.

60. Select/None. Go to Image/Remove all Guides.

Shadows
61. Right click the Parchment layer and pick Mask to Selection.
62. Go to Filters/Light and Shadow/Drop Shadow… and set the settings in the dialog box like this:

Make sure the Allow resizing box is UN-ticked, or the canvas size may be altered.
63. A new layer called Drop Shadow will have been created at the top of the stack. Duplicate this layer, then right
click the top one of the two and pick Merge Down. This will merge the two Drop Shadow layers back into one of
double the intensity to the original. Change the mode of this combined layer to Multiply.

64. Create a new layer called Scroll Shadows at the top of the layer stack, set the mode to Multiply, and the opacity
to 50%
65. Pick the Paintbrush Tool, and select the second hardest round brush from the Brushes tab. Set the brush size to
about 100, and ensure you have black as the foreground colour.
66. In the Channels tab right click LEFT scroll Mask and pick Channel to Selection.
67. Right click RIGHT scroll Mask and pick Add to Selection
68. Go to Select/Invert. This should leave you with everything but the scrolls selected like this.

69. Click the Scroll Shadows layer once, and start to paint the shadows in. You might briefly want to switch the
mask ants to invisible again to do this, but always remember to switch them back on again when you are
finished.

The shadows will fall off the edge of the canvas, but this is good. No one bothers to make sure they’ve got all the
shadows in when they take a photograph. The light is coming from the north west, so start by drawing the outline of
the shadow of each scroll as you imagine where it would fall, and then back fill the body of it – not forgetting to fill
the area of the shadow within the scrolls so that the tears show glimpses of shaded parchment.
70. As a finishing touch go back to the Drop Shadow layer and (using the same brush tip as an eraser) very carefully
dab away the drop shadow effect wherever the front face of the scroll end meets the white of the background –
particularly down the long curved outer edges of the scroll ends. These areas are shown marked with red on the
screen shot below.

Importing the table-top background
71. Download the TABLE.jpg, and save it on your PC. Go to File/Open as Layers… locate the TABLE.jpg file and click
OK. Move the new TABLE.jpg layer down to the bottom of the Layers stack and delete the old white
Background layer.
72. Turn the layer mode of the Drop Shadow layer to Overlay.
73. Export your finished scroll (File/Export…)

Variations
If you like your new scroll, but wish you had done the artwork with a different parchment it’s easy to replace the

Parchment layer with another 6000 x 3000 parchment of your own. You could even make a series of parchment
scrolls based on the same GIMP file you have just created – all with different pieces of parchment.
74. Make a selection from the Parchment layer mask and store it as a channel – New Parchment Mask, then hide
the Parchment layer and go to File/Open as Layers… and pick the new parchment file to open.
75. Once you have the new parchment texture imported rename it to Parchment 2, and apply a layer mask to it
from the newly created New Parchment Mask.

Usage
PNG files exported from GIMP may be used as they are and imported as background images. This works reasonably
well with some styles, but there are a few ‘painted line’ styles with a lot of white in the symbols that don’t look quite
so good on the parchment when they are on top of it.
For these styles you might create a new CC3 map in the B/W Schley style with dimensions of 2000 x 1000 map units,
and import the scroll image as a fill scaled to 2000 x 1000. You might then create a new sheet that lies over the top
of everything else called SCROLL, add a Blend Mode effect set to Multiply, and see the whole map as if it has been
painted directly onto the scroll without any white bits at all.
Why did we make this scroll so very large?
The scroll, no matter how handsome your creation may be, is still only a bitmap with all the usual problems
associated with poor resolution at very large scale. The size might seem a little excessive, but if you end up mapping
a city with the scroll as a background the resolution of the scroll needs to be good enough to withstand being
enlarged back to something like its original size and possibly slightly more if you want it to look good when you
export your map with the intention of printing it as a poster of some kind.

